
2017 Audi SQ7 quattro NZ New 

$94,990 Drive Away

Category: Used
Kilometres: 57500 kms
Colour: Sepang Blue
Transmission: 8 Speed Auto
Body: Rv/suv
Drive Type:
Fuel Type: Diesel
Engine: 3956 cc
Reg Plate: KNN675
Cylinders:
Stock #: 20231



VIN: WAUZZZ4MXHD042496 

Dealer: Euro City
Address: 120 Prebensen Dr, Onekawa, Napier, 4110
Phone: +64 6 835 8810

Dealer Comments

Presenting this stunning 2017 Audi SQ7 in captivating Sepang Blue. Packed with an effective performance
package, it is equipped with an exceptional Triple Turbo-Diesel engine that produces a massive 320 Kilowatt along
with powerful traction of 900 Newton Meters Torque. Notably, it provides you the freedom to tow up to 3500KG.

Featuring a robust SQ7 Quattro system and effortless drive facilitated by the Automatic transmission backed up
with manual mode encompassing eight gears for precise control and acceleration.

With its ample seating capacity of seven, it elegantly ensures comfort without compromising on space. The Full
automatic parking assistance coupled with a convenient 360 camera promises stress-free parking even in the most
demanding environments.

To top off these superb features, safety isn't compromised as this Audi SUV is furnished with a credible five-star
safety rating ensuring secure rides always.

Above all these striking features, what stands out about this SQ7 model is its outstanding condition inside-out that
appears almost showroom-like fresh! Enjoy luxury and power-packed performance sealed into one fine ride which
comes promising impressive efficiency! Add some sophistication to your travels only by driving away in this
compelling vehicle loaded hauling sturdy toughness wrapped around aesthetic finesse! Time to head-turn each
time you hit the road!

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.



Features and Specifications

Other

4WD/4x4  5 Door

 Apple CarPlay  Bluetooth

 Central Locking  Climate Control

 Curtain Airbags  Diesel

 Dynamic Stability Control  Electric Mirrors

 Electric Windows  GPS/Sat Nav

 5 Star ANCAP Safety Rating  Immobiliser

 Leather  Leather Seats

 Parking Sensors  Radar Assisted Cruise Control

 Remote Locking  Reversing Camera

 Towbar  Traction Control

 Turbo  5 Star Euro NCAP Safety Rating

 Voice Control  ABS Brakes

 Air Bag(s)  Alarm

 All Electrics  Alloys

 Android Auto

Specifications have been sourced from redbook.com.au and are based on manufacturer standard specifications. Actual specifications for this vehicle may differ, please
confirm with the seller.
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